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ABSTRACT
The present study is numerical simulation result to solve two-phase flow around a twodimensional (2D) barge platform in forced-rolling. A platform with a draft equal to one
half of its height was hinged at the center of gravity and free to roll with waves that had
the same period as the natural roll period of a barge platform. In order to simulate the
2D incompressible viscous two-phase flow in a wave tank with the barge platform, the
present study used the volume of fluid (VOF) method based on the finite volume
method with a standard turbulence model. In addition, the dynamic mesh technique
was used to handle the motion of the barge platform induced by the fluid-structure
interaction. Consequently, the present results are able to predict the relevant aspects of
the flow field and roll motion of the barge platform structure.
1. INTRODUCTION
Recent depletion of fossil fuels and nuclear energy due to safety concerns has been
actively performed to develop new energy resources. Among them, wind power is
research and development into alternative energy sources. As a result, reliable energy
for the production of wind turbines size is bigger. And increasingly installed in deep sea
areas are being expanded. Accordingly research on deep sea wind turbines and
offshore wind turbines being installed on the floating structure research is being. In the
field of shipbuilding plant was conducted large study on barge type floating structures.
In this study, a commercial code ANASYS Fluent of VOF (Volume of Fluid) method
using on the two-phase flow in a barge floating structures when subjected to forced
rolling behavior of the barge is numerical analysis. And that applies to the barge type
floating structures of bilge keel using the reduction of degrees of freedom to design and
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has bee
en analyzed
d. Bilge ke
eels are ap
ppendages
s to the bottom sidess of the ba
arge (Fig.
1). The flow sepa
aration and the vort
rtices gene
erated at sharp edgges such as keels
increase
e the damping force
e of the ba
arge in mo
otion and bilge keells would also
a
give
additional friction resistanc
ce. Traditio
onally, hy
ydrodynamic coefficiients used
d in the
predictio
on of rolling
g motions have been
n obtained
d from emp
pirical form
mulas base
ed on the
experimental test results (e.g. Himen o, Ikeda et
e al.). Bra
aathen andd Faltinsen
n refined
vortex trracking me
ethod for in
nclusion off the free-s
surface efffect and a moving se
eparation
point. Th
hey do so because free-surface
e waves have an efffect on the vortex generation.
Their nu
umerical re
esults for the roll dam
mping ove
erestimated
d the expeerimental re
esults by
Vugts. A fractional step meth
hod was u
used to solve the vorticity equaation for the
e vortical
part. Kin
nnas et al. employe
ed a finite
e volume method
m
to
o discretizee and a predictorp
correcto
or scheme to solve th
he Navier-S
Stokes equations an
nd continuitty equations. Their
viscous solver inccorporated a viscous fluid with a linearize
ed free-surrface effec
ct. Under
the sam
me framew
work of the
e Navier-S tokes equ
uations and
d the lineaarized free
e-surface
condition
n, a solve
er was developed by Bangu
un and Utsunomiya
U
a to evalu
uate the
hydrodyynamic coe
efficients off a forced rrolling barg
ge.

Fig. 1 Sketch off the barge
e with bilge
e keels
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2. Mesh
Fig .2
2 is grid and
a
boundary condittions of the
e water ta
ank. As sh own in figure, grid
consistss of about 60,000 pieces. And
d near the
e barge off the grid is relative
ely tightly
configurration to minimize the
e impact o f the grid was
w moved
d. Installedd wave abs
sorber at
both end
d of the wa
ater tank makes
m
disssipation wa
ave that oc
ccurs whenn the force
ed rolling.
And by using the dynamic
d
mesh
m
aroun
nd the cylinder to rottate forcess. After six degrees
of freedo
om expresssion is spllit to fit roll ing motion
n, substituting the maass and mo
oment of
inertia fo
orces and moments obtained b
by pressure
e (Eq. 1-4)). Rolling m
motion of th
he barge
equal to Eq. 5.
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F 2 Computational meshes and bounda
Fig.
ary conditioon
Wate
er tank leng
gth is 24m
m. The free surface he
eight is 0.9
9m. Wave aabsorbers length is
each 2m
m. Barge size
s
is 0.5m
m*0.1m. Bi lge keel length is 0.0
02m and thhickness is 0.005m.
Bilge keel angle arre each 0°, 15°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°.
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3. RESU
Fig. 3
3-6 is show
wn when fo
orced rollin
ng the velocity field arround the bbarge. Dep
pending
on the d
direction of barge rota
ation veloccity field is formed.
f
In
n the bargee edge occ
curred
vortex th
hat affects the degree
es of freed
dom. Influe
ence of the bilge keel occur vorttices at
the bilge
e keel position and th
hereby redu
ucing the degrees
d
off freedom m
made.

Fig. 3 Vellocity conto
our at 1.7°

Fig. 4 Ve
elocity vecttor at 1.7°

Fig. 5 Velo
ocity conto
our at -1.7°°

Fig. 6 Ve locity vecto
or at -1.7°
For the valida
ation experriment, the roll added
d-mass and
d the dam ping coeffiicients of
the bare
e hull type and the barge
b
fitted
d with bilge
e keels(β=
=0°, w=0.022m) are co
ompared
with the experimental data obtained
o
byy Yago et al. The tes
sted angullar amplitudes vary
from 0.0
01 radians up to 0.05
5 radians a
and the angular frequ
uencies rannge from 0.7
0 Hz to
1.5 Hz. The hydro
odynamic moment
m
m
may be dec
composed into the innertia and damping
terms, i..e. where A44 is the roll added
d-mass and B44 the roll dampinng coefficiient. The
momentt which is obtained from the present integration
n may be expressed as an
equivale
ent sinusoiidal harmo
onic functio
on having a phase angle
a
from
m the roll amplitude
a
function in Eq.(5),, i.e. wherre M0 is th
he equivale
ent moment amplitudde. Where
e κ is the
wave nu
umber and a is the ha
alf-width off hull sectio
on.
••

•

M = − A44 θ − B44 θ
M = M 0 sin( wt + γ )

(6)
(7)

A44 = M 0 cos γ / θ 0ω 2

(8)

B44 = − M 0 sin γ / θ 0ω
(9)
The numerical result and
d experime
ent result th
he bare hull type andd the barge
e with
bilge kee
els (β=0°, w=0.02m) are compa
ared with the
t experim
mental dataa obtained by
Yago et al. The tessted angular amplitud
des vary frrom 0.01 ra
adians up tto 0.05 rad
dians
and the angular fre
equencies range from
m 0.7 Hz to
o 1.5 Hz. The
T hydroddynamic moment
may be decompossed into the
e inertia an
nd damping
g terms, i.e
e. where A 44 is the ro
oll
added-m
mass and B44 the roll damping ccoefficient.. The mom
ment which is obtained from
the pressent integra
ation may be
b expresssed as an equivalent sinusoidaal harmonic
c
function having a phase
p
angle from the
e roll ampliitude function in Eq.( 5), i.e. whe
ere M0 is

the equivalent mom
ment ampllitude. Whe
ere κ is the
e wave num
mber and a is the half-width
of hull se
ection.
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Fig. 8 Roll adde
ed-mass co
oefficient and
a roll dam
mping coeffficient
(with bilge
e keel) β=0, w=0.02
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Fig. 9 Roll adde
ed-mass co
oefficient and
a roll dam
mping coeffficient

The numerical result and experiment result have a similar trend where the damping
coefficients in Fig. 7 and Fig.8. The roll added-mass increases slightly as the angular
amplitude also increases, while the roll damping coefficients change significantly even
in high wave frequencies. Fig. 9 shows that effect of bilge keels. Horizontal bilge
keels(β=0°-45°) are better than vertical bilge keels(β=45°-90°). Barge with bilge
keels at β=15° will appear to provide the largest roll damping coefficients.
CONCLUSION
In this study, VOF (Volume of Fluid) method using on the two-phase flow in a
barge type floating structures when subjected to forced rolling motion of the barge is
computational analysis. When barge has a rolling, Depending on the direction of barge
rotation, velocity field is formed. The flow separation and the vortices generated at
sharp edges such as keels increase the damping force of the barge in motion and bilge
keels would also give additional friction resistance. Therefore, bilge keels are effective
in damping the rolling motion of barges.
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